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1. Abstract:

i) “POPE” means “FATHER”?...
ii) “POPE” is elected by “CARDINALS”?...
iii) “WOMAN” cannot become “POPE”?...
   NO... NO... NO...
   - Author

This scientific research focus that the entire ‘Cosmo universe’ shall be considered ‘created’ by supernatural person called by name by author as ‘RAMANUJAM’ who consider created everything through “MOTHER JANAKI” (Soul). In proto Indo Europe root word RAMANUJAM, JANAKI shall be called as “APPA”, “PAPPA”. Appa shall mean “VIRGIN FATHER” (GOD) and pappa shall mean “VIRGIN MOTHER” (POPE). Pope shall be considered as integral part of CREATOR and not considered elected by HUMAN CARDINALS. The philosophy of Ramanujam, Janaki shall be described as below.

(i)
It is further emphasized by the author that the philosophy of “POPE” shall be considered as “TITLE” concerned with “MOTHER SUPREME” (Female). In other works “POPE” shall mean “WORD” (soul) composed of three-in-one fundamental particles (Godly Particles) responsible for initial creation of entire matters of universe. In brief it shall be stipulated that the word POPE means GRACE by whom the WORD was given by the GOD.
2. Philosophy of “Human Ancestor”?...

i) POPE differs from MESSENGER?...
ii) POPE differs from SAINT?...
iii) POPE differs from APOSTLE?...
iv) POPE differs from BISHOP?...

YES... YES... YES...

- Author

It is hypothesized that the human Ancestor shall be considered as godly person created by WORD (Soul) who considered lived in superior world (Mars planet). The MARS PLANET shall also be called by author as MOTHER
EARTH. During the course of expanding universe the human Ancestor of superior world consider transformed to Earth planet during “Dark age” (say 4,00,000 years ago) and further regenerated their populations. The human ancestor consider belong to “ANGEL FAMILY” consider having distinguished genetic characteristics compared to so called “MODERN HUMAN” (say 10,000, years ago). The human ancestors shall be considered as the product of “POPE” called by name by author as “PAPPAN” (Brahma) and PAPPATHI (Brahmi)
3. Philosophy of UNITY, TRINITY?...

It is focused that the philosophy of Unity, Trinity shall be considered as closely associated with “cosmo universe” unity shall be mean “MEGA STAR” (Supernature) and Trinity shall be mean “SOUL” (Nature) shall be considered as integrated and can’t be separated. In Proto Indo Europe root unity shall mean “MuttruPulli” and Trinity shall mean “MuntruPulli” as described below.

(i)

(ii)
“UNITY” is like “APPA” (Megastar)
“TRINITY” is like “PAPPA” (word)

- Author

4. **Philosophy of HEAVEN, TEMPLE, CHURCH?…**

   It is hypothesis that the philosophy of Heaven, Temple, church shall be considered as distinguished in characteristics. Heaven is like house of ETHICS, Temple is house of REVOLUTION, Church is house of DEMOCRACY (Papacy House). Further Temple, Church shall be considered as closely associated with EARTH and the head of various house shall be described as below. In all the Churches ALTER shall be considered as TEMPLE.

   i) Pope is like Word of GOD
   ii) Messenger (Angel) is like Head of HEAVEN
   iii) Apostle (Lord) is like Head of TEMPLE
   iv) Bishop (Evangelist) is like Head of CHURCH

- Author

5. **Etymology of word ‘APOSTLE’?…**

   It is hypothesized than the etymology of word Apostle might be derived from the proto Indo Europe root word “Appa” (GOD). Similarly the English word POPE shall be considered derived from the proto Indo Europe root word PAPA. Papa shall mean “VIRGIN MOTHER”.
6. **JESUS differs from CHRIST?...**

It is hypothesized than the Philosophy of Jesus, Christ shall be considered as having distinguished meaning. Jesus shall mean **GOD** and Christ shall mean **LORD** as described below.

(i)

![Diagram of Jesus (GOD)](image)

(ii)

![Diagram of Christ (LORD)](image)

- **i)** JESUS shall mean three-in-one integral part of FATHER, GRACE, WORD.
- **ii)** CHRIST shall mean three-in-one integral part of FATHER, MOTHER SON.

- Author
7. **Case study**

**Pope** is the Bishop of Rome and head of world leader of **Roman Catholic Church**. In Latin word Pope shall mean **Father**. Further woman is barred from becoming pope because the person chosen for the position would have to be ordained. But woman are barred from becoming **priest** according to Catholic Church doctrine. **JESUS CHRIST** chosen 12 men to be **Apostles** and they in turn chose men to continue their ministry. Further Pope is considered elected by members of cardinals and the final selection of Pope is conformed by **black smoke**.

| Respected Pope, Cardinals, Bishops, Rectors, Fathers, Sisters, Nuns... |
| i. MOTHER MARY CANNOT BE A POPE?... |
| ii. MOTHER MARY IS ELECTED BY CARDINALS?... |
| iii. MOTHER MARY IS NOT POPE OF HEAVENLY FATHER?... |

**Dear Sirs**, no one on the Earth shall be called as Pope except MOTHER MARY. All others shall be considered as having various authority like only Bishops, Rectors, Fathers etc. It is further emphasized by the author that Mother Mary shrine at **VEILANKANNI, TAMILNADU, INDIA** shall be considered as the only POPE (Veiled Mother with holy spirit) of the Earth planet and **JESUS CHRIST** shall be considered as the first Apostle of the Earth planet. It is an appeal by author to the Pope and other Vatican management to **visit the UNIVERSAL POPE living at Veilankanni**.
It is hypothesized by the author that ‘MOTHER MARY’ shall be considered as the ‘FIRST POPE’ and ‘JESUS CHRIST’ shall be considered as the FIRST APOSTLE of the FIRST CHURCH on the EARTH. Heavenly Father (GOD) shall be considered as the RULER (Megastar)
i) Right dot is like INFANT (SON)
ii) Left dot is like MARY (HOLY SPIRIT)
iii) Centre dot is like GOD (FATHER)

8. Conclusion:

CHANDRA VANAKKAM
(Creation)

It is focused that CHANDRA VANAKKAM shall be considered as closely associated with supernatural radiation of Universe J-RADIATION which is responsible for creation of all the matters of Universe. The J-Radiation shall also be called by the author as POPE (Soul). Further the creator of Universe shall also be called as BHARATHIRAJA (Ramanujam). BHARATHI shall mean POPE (Janaki) and RAJA shall mean RAYS (Word).
UNIVERSAL POPE
(Virgin Mother)

… “பாம்பும்ப்பா”…
“பாம்பும்பா” என்பது முக்கியமான (Mega Star)
“பாம்பும்பா” என்பது பெராசிரிய குடியரத்தில் (Pope)

“பாம்பும்பா” என்பது பௌத்த மன்னர் (Brahma)
“பாம்பும்பா” என்பது பௌத்த மன்னர் (Brahmi)
“பாம்பும்பா” என்பது இல்லாதவர் (Heaven)

பாம்பும்பா என்பது மகாவேலமான புனிதம்
பாம்பும்பா என்பது தோசம் (Temple)

இல்லாதவர் மன்னர் வடைப்பதன் என்று “மன்னர்” (Trinity)

முக்கியமான ராஜா பௌத்த மன்னர் (Creator)
முக்கியமான ராஜா பௌத்த மன்னர் (Pope)
முக்கியமான ராஜா பௌத்த மன்னர் (Apostle)

முக்கியமான ராஜா பௌத்த மன்னர் “Chief Pope”
முக்கியமான ராஜா பௌத்த மன்னர் “White Cassock Pope”
முக்கியமான ராஜா பௌத்த மன்னர் “Red Cassock Pope”
முக்கியமான ராஜா பௌத்த மன்னர் “Black Cassock Pope”
9. Previous Publication:

Part-A

The philosophy of origin of first life and human, the philosophy of model Cosmo Universe, the philosophy of fundamental neutrino particles have already been published in various international journals mentioned below. Hence this article shall be considered as extended version of the previous articles already published by the same author.

3. AKKIE MARS CODE – IJSER, June issue, 2013
5. MA-AYYAN of MARS – IJIRD, June issue, 2013
6. MARS TRIBE – IJSER, June issue, 2013
7. MARS MATHEMATICS – IJERD, June issue, 2013
8. MARS (EZHEM) The mother of All Planets – IJSER, June issue, 2013
11. MARS TRISOMY HUMAN – IJOART, June issue, 2013
12. MARS ANGEL – IJSTR, June issue, 2013
13. Three principles of Akkie Management (AJIBM, August issue, 2013)
14. Prehistoric Triphthong Alphabet (IJIRD, July issue, 2013)
15. Prehistoric Akkie Music (IJST, July issue, 2013)
16. Barack Obama is Tamil Based Indian? (IJSER, August issue, 2013)
17. Philosophy of MARS Radiation (IJSER, August 2013)
18. Etymology of word “J” (IJSER, September 2013)
19. NOAH is Dravidian? (IJOART, August 2013)
20. Philosophy of Dark Cell (Soul)? (IJSER, September 2013)
21. Darwin Sir is Wrong?! (IJSER, October issue, 2013)
22. Prehistoric Pyramids are RF Antenna?!... (IJSER, October issue, 2013)
23. HUMAN IS A ROAM FREE CELL PHONE?!... (IJIRD, September issue, 2013)
24. NEUTRINOS EXIST IN EARTH ATMOSPHERE?!... (IJERD, October issue, 2013)
25. EARLY UNIVERSE WAS HIGHLY FROZEN?!... (IJOART, October issue, 2013)
26. UNIVERSE IS LIKE SPACE SHIP?!... (AJER, October issue, 2013)
27. ANCIENT EGYPT IS DRAVIDA NAD?!... (IJSER, November issue, 2013)
28. ROSETTA STONE IS PREHISTORIC “THAMEE STONE” ?!... (IJSER, November issue, 2013)
29. The Supernatural “CNO” HUMAN?... (IJOART, December issue, 2013)
30. 3G HUMAN ANCESTOR?... (AJER, December issue, 2013)
31. 3G Evolution?... (IJIRD, December issue, 2013)
32. God Created Human?... (IJERD, December issue, 2013)
33. Prehistoric “J” – Element?... (IJSER, January issue, 2014)
34. 3G Mobile phone Induces Cancer?... (IJERD, December issue, 2013)
35. “J” Shall Mean “JOULE”?... (IRJES, December issue, 2013)
36. “J”- HOUSE IS A HEAVEN?... (IJIRD, January issue, 2014)
37. The Supersonic JET FLIGHT-2014?... (IJSER, January issue, 2014)
38. “J”-RADIATION IS MOTHER OF HYDROGEN?... (AJER, January issue, 2014)
39. PEACE BEGINS WITH “J”?... (IJERD, January issue, 2014)
40. THE VIRGIN LIGHT?... (IJCRAR, January issue 2014)
41. THE VEILED MOTHER?... (IJERD, January issue 2014)
42. GOD HAS NO LUNGS?... (IJERD, February issue 2014)
43. Matters are made of Light or Atom?!... (IJERD, February issue 2014)
44. THE NUCLEAR “MUKKULAM”?... (IJSER, February issue 2014)
45. WHITE REVOLUTION 2014-15?... (IJERD, February issue 2014)
46. STAR TWINKLES!?... (IJERD, March issue 2014)
47. “E-LANKA” THE TAMIL CONTINENT?... (IJERD, March issue 2014)
48. HELLO NAMESTE?... (IJSER, March issue 2014)
49. MOTHERHOOD MEANS DELIVERING CHILD?... (AJER, March issue 2014)
50. E-ACHI, IAS?... (AJER, March issue 2014)
51. THE ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE?... (AJER, April issue 2014)
52. GANJA IS ILLEGAL PLANT?... (IJERD, April issue 2014)
53. THE ENDOS?... (IJERD, April issue 2014)
54. THE “TRI-TRONIC” UNIVERSE?... (AJER, May issue 2014)
55. Varied Plasma Level have impact on “GENETIC VALUE”?... (AJER, May issue 2014)
56. JALLIKATTU IS DRAVIDIAN VETERAN SPORT?... (AJER, May issue 2014)
57. Human Equivalent of Cosmo?... (IJSER, May issue 2014)
58. THAI-e ETHIA!... (AJER, May issue 2014)
59. THE PHILOSOPHY OF “DALIT”?... (AJER, June issue 2014)
60. THE IMPACT OF HIGHER QUALIFICATION?... (AJER, June issue 2014)
61. THE CRYSTAL UNIVERSE?... (AJER July 2014 issue)
62. THE GLOBAL POLITICS?... (AJER July 2014 issue)
63. THE KACHCHA THEEVU?... (AJER July 2014 issue)
64. THE RADIANT MANAGER?... (AJER July 2014 issue)
65. THE UNIVERSAL LAMP?... (IJOART July 2014 issue)
66. THE MUSIC RAIN?... (IJERD July 2014 issue)
67. THIRI KURAL?... (AJER August 2014 issue)
68. THE SIXTH SENSE OF HUMAN?... (AJER August 2014 issue)
69. THEE… DARK BOMB?... (IJSER August 2014 issue)
70. RAKSHA BANDHAN CULTURE?... (IJERD August 2014 issue)
71. THE WHITE BLOOD ANCESTOR?... (AJER August 2014 issue)
72. THE PHILOSOPHY OF “ZERO HOUR”?... (IJERD August 2014 issue)
73. RAMAR PALAM?... (AJER September 2014 issue)
74. THE UNIVERSAL TERRORIST?... (AJER September 2014 issue)
75. THE “J-CLOCK”!... (AJER September 2014 issue)
76. “STUDENTS” AND “POLITICS”?... (IJERD October 2014 issue)
77. THE PREGNANT MAN?... (AJER September 2014 issue)
78. PERIAR IS ATHEIST?... (IJSER September 2014 issue)
79. A JOURNEY TO "WHITE PLANET”?... (AJER October 2014 issue)
80. Coming Soon!... (AJER October 2014 issue)
81. THE PREJUDICED JUSTICE?... (IJERD October 2014 issue)
82. BRITISH INDIA?... (IJSER October 2014 issue)
83. THE PHILOSOPHY OF “HUMAN RIGHTS”?... (IJERD October 2014 issue)
84. THE FOSTER CHILD?... (AJER October 2014 issue)
85. WHAT DOES MEAN “CRIMINAL”?... (IJSER October 2014 issue)
86. 1000 YEARS RULE?... (AJER November 2014 issue)
87. AM I CORRUPT?... (IJSER November 2014 issue)
88. BLACK MONEY?... (AJER November 2014 issue)
89. DEAD PARENTS ARE LIVING ANGELS?... (IJERD November 2014 issue)
90. MICHAEL IS CHIEF ANGEL?... (AJER November 2014 issue)
91. LONG LIVE!... (IJERD November 2014 issue)
92. THE SOUL OF THOLKAPPIAM (AJER December 2014 issue)
93. SENTHAMIL AMMA!... (IJERD December 2014 issue)
94. THE LAW OF LYRICS?... (IJERD December 2014 issue)
95. WHY JESUS CHRIST CAME INTO THE WORLD?... (AJER December 2014 issue)
96. WHAT DOES MEAN “GOD”?... (IJERD January 2015 issue)
97. ZERO IS GREATER THAN “INFINITY”?... (IJSER January 2015 issue)
98. THE LAW OF SEX?... (IJSER January 2015 issue)
99. HAPPY TAMIL NEW YEAR!... (IJSER January 2015 issue)
100. BHARAT RATNA!... (IJSER March 2015 issue)
101. WHAT DOES MEAN “SECULARISM”?... (IJSER February 2015 issue)
102. A COMMON SENSE THEORY ON “VARYING-SCIENCE”?... (IJERD February 2015 issue)

103. FEBRUARY FESTIVAL OF KACHCHA THEEVU?... (IJERD February 2015 issue)

104. THE DOCTRINE OF LOVE (678) ?... (IJERD March 2015 issue)

105. A NEW THESIS ON “THAILAND” !... (IJSER March 2015 issue)

106. PALLAVAS IMMIGRATION? (IJERD March 2015 issue)

Part-B

1. YUGADI WISHES (IARA, March 2015)

2. TAMIL PUTHANDU!... (AJER, April 2015)

3. THEN MADURAI?... (IJERD, April 2015)

4. TAMIL NEW YEAR COOL DRINK?... (AJER, April 2015)

5. SCIENTIFIC RAMANUJAM?... (IJERD, April 2015)

6. ARENKA NAYAKI IS MOTHER OF RAMA?... (AJER, April 2015)

7. TRIVIDAITE?... (IJERD, April 2015)

8. THALI CULTURE OF ANGELS?... (AJER, April 2015)

9. UNIVERSAL POET?... (IJERD, April 2015)

10. “JANGLISH” IS CHEMMOZHI?... (AJER, April 2015)

11. RAMANUJAM PARLIAMENT?... (IJERD, May 2015)

12. CAN LORD JUDGE GOD?... (AJER, May 2015)

13. MAY DAY?... (IJERD, May 2015)

14. DEEMED UNIVERSITY?... (AJER, May 2015)

15. CAR FESTIVAL?... (IJERD, May 2015)

16. MISSING HEART?... (AJER, May 2015)

17. Morning Star!... (AJER, May 2015)

18. JAYAM (J-AUM)!... (IJSER, June 2015)

19. RAMANUJAM CONSCIENCE (IJERD, June 2015)


22. TOILET CLEANING?... (IJSER, June 2015)

23. RAMADAN?... (IJERD, July 2015)

24. ARAB ARULMANI?... (AJER, July 2015)

25. UNIVERSAL HELMET?... (IJSER, July 2015)

26. METRO RAIL?... (AJER, July 2015)

27. WORLD BREASTFEED WEEK 2015?... (IJERD, July 2015)

28. DR. MGR (IJSER, July 2015)
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